ADDENDUM ONE (1)

RE: RFP #735-20-8221 Moffett Library Renovation Furniture Bid Package Ph 2B (Response to Questions)

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

The following questions had been received prior to the last day for questions deadline and received the following responses in blue:

1) Can you please provide a list of purchasing contracts that MSU utilizes?
   Purchasing/Cooperative Contracts MSU utilize include, but are not limited to the contracts listed on our Purchasing Resources webpage [https://msutexas.edu/purchasing/resources.php](https://msutexas.edu/purchasing/resources.php)

2) For Chair CH-5 the Frame is called out at Black with the base called out as Fog Nylon. The options are to have a Black frame with a Black base, or to have a Silver Frame with a Fog Base. Please advise which selection you would like.
   To question 2 we would recommend a Silver Frame with a Fog Base.

3) Is this an all or nothing bid? Do we need to provide pricing on all product or will select product be awarded to different vendors?
   Regarding question 3, bidders must submit a bid for ALL of the furniture, not just a portion of it. Substitutes are allowed, but must be easily determined to be equivalent or superior to the spec’d piece of furniture.

Thank you,

Tracy Nichols
Purchasing/Contract Management
Midwestern State University